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ABSTRACT
Discussion of the "right to an explanation" has been increasingly relevant because of its potential utility for auditing automated decision systems, as well as for making objections to such decisions. However, most existing work on explanations focuses on collaborative environments, where designers are motivated to implement good-faith explanations that reveal potential weaknesses of a decision system. This motivation may not hold in an auditing environment. Thus, we ask: how much could explanations be used maliciously to defend a decision system? In this paper, we demonstrate how a black-box explanation system developed to defend a black-box decision system could manipulate decision recipients or auditors into accepting an intentionally discriminatory decision model. In a case-by-case scenario where decision recipients are unable to share their cases and explanations, we find that most individual decision recipients could receive a verifiable justification, even if the decision system is intentionally discriminatory. In a system-wide scenario where every decision is shared, we find that while justifications frequently contradict each other, there is no intuitive threshold to determine if these contradictions are because of malicious justifications or because of simplicity requirements of these justifications conflicting with model behavior. We end with discussion of how system-wide metrics may be more useful than explanation systems for evaluating overall decision fairness, while explanations could be useful outside of fairness auditing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There has been growing discussion of the “right to an explanation” for people subject to partial or fully automated decisions. This includes but is not limited to clear references in the European GDPR, the proposed Canadian privacy bill C-11, and in calls for research and discussion in this topic [15, 35, 38]. However, these legal bills do not clarify what goals such an explanation should serve to fulfill, what an “explanation” precisely is, or how to reliably distinguish an “explanation” from a “justification” or “rationalization”. What should an explanation that is created to fulfill this “right to an explanation” aim to communicate, what standards should we have for this kind of explanation system, and how do we judge whether this “right” has been adequately met? Finally, how would fulfilling this “right to an explanation” to those affected by an automated decision benefit them or address the problems that are motivating these discussions? How does such an explanation fit into a greater decision system auditing environment?

Within computer science, we are only starting to understand how to build trustworthy AI systems. Explanations are seen both as a way of holding decision makers accountable, and as a way of generating trust among those on the receiving end of these decisions. However, while AI experts may use explanations frequently to probe the inner workings of the systems they build, decision recipients are less likely to be familiar with the AI system details or to have general knowledge around the decisions themselves. Simple explanations may offer, for example, a criminal defendant some insights into how their risk assessment score was computed or how it fits into other sentencing guideline systems. But the precise nature of such explanations raises complex questions about the requirements, goals, and standards.

In this complex space of questions, we provide a negative result where a seemingly well-designed and externally verifiable explanation system can hide the true nature of the underlying decisions. We show that simply maintaining a “right to an explanation” is not enough to identify malicious decision systems, even if we impose specific verifiable quality requirements on the explanations. In particular, we require that the explanations are sufficiently simple to be understandable and that they fulfill statistical-significance requirements on public data. By defining and building an example explanation system meeting these criteria and applying it to simplified data centered around COMPAS recidivism prediction [18], we demonstrate how such an explanation system could be abused to defend even a severely unfair decision system. This echoes existing issues that have been raised about explainability and black-box
models [33], and further highlights the gap between servicing decision recipients on an individual level and system-wide decision auditing.

Specifically, we focus on a situation in which the group making a decision using the outputs from a recidivism prediction model is also responsible for providing an explanation. As such, they are motivated to present explanations that defend whatever decisions they make. For clarity, we refer to this as a “justification” instead of an “explanation” to emphasize its purpose in defending a decision made, in contrast to providing a good-faith visualization of the decision system itself\(^2\). We treat both the decision model and the justification system as black boxes, where outsiders only inspect the decisions and justifications provided, and not how the systems themselves function internally.

We find that regardless of how relevant the features referenced by a justification system are to the underlying model, or how accurate that model is, the majority of decisions could be defended with a justification that appears statistically significant and supports whatever decision was made. At a simplified case-by-case level, most decisions could be defended by some kind of justification, and a critical 68% majority of cases could be justified for any decision the system may have chosen to make. If we audit the justification system itself for its faithfulness to the decision system based on the decisions and justifications made across multiple cases, conflicts between provided justifications become more visible. However, it is hard to tell whether these conflicts exist because the justifications are maliciously defending a discriminatory model, or whether they are made in good faith but still differ from the original model because they are simplified for readability. There appears to be no intuitive faithfulness threshold that reveals whether a justification system is covering up any intentionally discriminatory decision system. We argue that in a real-world situation, it may be more effective to audit decision systems by comparing the effectiveness of different potential justifications proposed by auditors themselves using publicly accessible decision contexts and outcomes, instead of prioritizing justifications provided by a decision-maker. While individual decision recipients may still be able to benefit from explanations given in good faith, it is worth remembering that not all decision makers work in good faith and a malicious system requires more than individual responses to recognize.

2 RELATED WORK

So far, most work on AI interpretability or explainability has centered around people who are developing AI systems and interfaces. For instance, explanations may be designed for AI experts and data experts who may be structuring and evaluating the model itself [27, 30], or AI novices who are end users of such systems being given assistance through AI decision-making [20, 22, 30, 39]. Explanations presented to experts designing and debugging a system might be evaluated by how well they expose biases within the system [1, 10, 30], what types of input flaws may be revealed [1, 32], or how they handle edge or adversarial cases [1, 14, 21, 25]. For explanations presented to assist human-AI team decision-making, evaluations are frequently centered around appropriate trust [3, 16, 30], mental models [23, 30], or overall team performance [3, 30].

As part of these goals, metrics and higher-level goals for explanation quality that seem to support improved model property discovery or decision team experience have been suggested. These include but are not limited to simple and understandable explanations [29, 31], soundness, completeness, or faithfulness of explanations [19, 40], or formalizing interpretability itself and presenting methods to evaluate it across varying model classes and tasks [11]. There has also been some focus on how the presentation of the decision model and explanations [7], or their relationships to the task [17] affect human decision-making and overall trust. Finally, there have been efforts to design quantitative metrics for how faithfully explanations reflect underlying model behavior [5, 9, 36].

Outside of the model creation and usage process themselves, explanations have been suggested and critiqued as potential tools for auditing model performance and final decisions [6]. For example, [14] discuss how saliency maps (highlighting important areas of an image) are commonly used as explanations with medical image analysis systems, but fail to help with adversarial input analysis and could be misused to make a model seem more or less effective than it really is. In general, the legal right to an explanation has been highlighted as a way to identify unethical or unacceptable AI systems [15] and providing some base to make decision objections off of [35, 38]. However, it is still unclear what requirements an explanation satisfying this right would have to satisfy [12, 13], or if providing an explanation would help these goals at all [13].

Here, we focus on the concern that manipulative explanation systems could intentionally support or defend a system. We know a human decision maker could make a decision first and come up with some way to rationalize their decision afterwards that is hard to prove anything about. What is preventing AI systems from doing something similar, and how could we detect if they are [24]? There is some existing work that highlights this same issue. [37] presents an adversarial model that could fool LIME input perturbation sampling in order to present explanations for racist decisions that focus on innocuous features. Similarly, [2] demonstrates how unfair models could be presented with maliciously generated fair rule lists that still appear faithful to the model itself. Here, we focus on how simple explanations could fail to identify racist models in auditing scenarios where the burden of explanation is on the decision-maker despite them seemingly matching past data, and how individual decision recipients vs. a larger audience are able to respond.

It is still important to keep in mind that explanations are not the only tools available for auditing models, especially if we collect a larger number of decision outcomes. Fairness goals such as demographic parity or predictive equality are evaluated based on a larger set of model decisions and outcomes [8, 28]. Auditors can also examine for biases in the data used for model training [28], although this is more difficult if the actual dataset is private and all we have access to is public information.

\(^2\)Other works often use “explanation” in a way that includes this kind of black-box explanation and decision system.
3 EXPERIMENT: HOW CAN JUSTIFICATIONS BE MANIPULATED WHEN WE ONLY EXAMINE THEM CASE-BY-CASE?

We first examine the potential for justifications to defend decisions on an individual case-by-case basis, to simulate the scenario where those being given decisions and justifications can’t or don’t communicate with each other. For example, they may not have access to contact information for similar decision recipients, so they never think to reach out to others. Privacy concerns can convince recipients to avoid disclosing decision information, justifications, or potentially relevant personal context for these decisions. Even if information is shared somewhere, it may not be collected easily.

This is an intentionally simplified scenario, as a real-world decision system with high demand for justifications would likely have some related discussion community where decision and justification information is shared. However, we start with this question to examine simple weaknesses of case-by-case justifications, as well as to set up the framework of a manipulative justification system.

How many individual decision recipients could be given simple, verifiable, and relevant justifications that defend whatever decision they were given? In Figure 1, we show the overall structure of this scenario. Areas with light background are visible to decision recipients and auditors, while areas with dark grey background are the black-box systems maintained by the decision-making group with motivations to defend their systems.

To do this, we started by outlining the requirements for simple, verifiable, and relevant justifications for a given decision.

3.1 Justification Requirements

Decision auditors and decision recipients benefit from receiving usable justifications, so we define a set of requirements: they need to be simple, they need to be verifiable, and they can only be applied to a decision if they are relevant. We assume that if a justification meets these requirements, then it appears satisfactory to a decision recipient.

For a justification to be simple, it needs to be easily understandable. If an explanation or justification is not simple enough to understand, then it is effectively useless [29, 31]. There is not a common threshold for adequate simplicity, so we call a justification simple if the number of features it references is under a fixed threshold. That is, for some low constant \( N_f \), the number of features mentioned in a justification \( c \) satisfies the condition \( c \leq N_f \).

For a justification to be verifiable, it needs to appear true to a decision recipient. As most past work focuses on explanations for
developers or collaborators, this is typically not a clear priority or is assumed to hold because the explanation system has direct access to the model [26, 32]. In our scenario, we call a justification verifiable if it can be confirmed based on past public records. Because we assume that decision recipients are not always able to access information about other decision recipients, this is the most relevant information available to them.

For a justification to be relevant, it can only be used for a decision if their conditions match up. For example, if a justification captures features that do not exist for a decision, or if it supports a different final outcome, then it is not relevant.

The decision-maker benefits from visibly meeting these requirements but still having flexibility to work around them, so we outline a simple but flexible justification template. We used justifications that contain up to some number \( N_f \) of features and identify if all people with the same values for those features were significantly more or less likely to recidivate compared to the entire arrest population in this dataset. For example, one justification might be that “people currently charged with a felony and with 2 prior juvenile felony convictions are significantly less likely to recidivate compared to the overall group”. We assume a decision recipient or system auditor knows little about how the decision or justification system works internally, so they would be unable to directly compare these dataset features with the system configuration and are only able to verify the external criteria.

Justifications using this template are simple because they contain a limited number of features. They are verifiable because they can be confirmed using a statistical significance test on a past dataset. Finally, they are relevant when their feature values and final significance comparison match up with the features and decision model output of a specific case.

This justification template is dependent on a dataset of past recidivism outcomes for verifiability, as well as a set of “current” model decisions that need to be justified. We use the COMPAS recidivism dataset to serve as both a “reference” for justification verifiability, and the source of test cases for how well justifications can defend a range of decision models.

### 3.2 Dataset

To build the dataset supporting model decisions and potentially usable justifications, we used the ProPublica COMPAS two-year recidivism dataset [18]. We focus on recidivism prediction specifically because it greatly impacts the lives of decision recipients, while the prediction systems (such as COMPAS) are often privately maintained and not well-understood by decision recipients.

This dataset contains information about 7214 people who were assessed using COMPAS scores in the pretrial process of criminal defendants in Broward County, Florida, USA, from 2013 to 2014. It contains personal information (names, birth date, legal sex, race), criminal records information (age at arrest, number of prior misdemeanors and/or felonies, relevant criminal charge at pretrial time), COMPAS scoring information (COMPAS decile score, simplified high- vs low-risk recidivism prediction), and 2 year recidivism outcome information. Similar to ProPublica, we filter the dataset to exclude cases that were ordinary traffic offenses, missing COMPAS decile scores, or had charge and arrest dates over 30 days apart. This leaves us with a dataset containing case information and recidivism predictions for 6172 people.

Finally, we did an 80/20 split of the filtered dataset into reference and test sets, leading to a reference population with size 4937 and test population with size 1235. The reference set is used to identify which potential justifications are verifiable. The test set is used to simulate decision models and evaluate how well a justification system would defend them.

Next, we describe how we used the reference dataset to generate all potentially usable (simple and verifiable) justifications.

### 3.3 Usable Justification Generation

To emulate the decision-maker, we abuse the multiple comparisons problem to identify every usable justification (following the template) for each decision. One of these is presented to the decision recipient as a “final” justification, with its verifiability based on one statistical significance test.

To generate a list of all possible justifications across all cases, we iterated through every possible combination of feature values for up to \( N_f \) usable features, identified the subset of reference population cases that matched those features, and calculated whether those reference population cases had actual recidivism rates significantly higher than the overall reference populations without any multiple comparisons correction. A justification was deemed significant if and only if the Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals (using \( \alpha = 0.05 \)) for subset and general recidivism rates did not overlap. By default, we considered only the “juvenile felony count”, “juvenile misdemeanor count”, “juvenile other conviction count”, “total prior conviction count”, “charge degree”, and “charge description” fields as usable for justification.

### 3.4 Decision Systems

How well can this manipulative justification system defend extremely biased or random decisions? We simulated four risk assessment decision systems to test this justification system on. Each decision system classifies a case as either “low-risk” or “high-risk”.

- **The Original** decision system uses the low-risk and high-risk recidivism predictions from the simplified ProPublica COMPAS dataset.
- **The Racist** decision system sorts cases by defendant race and classifies them as low-risk and high-risk based on that ranking, with the same percentage of low- vs. high-risk decisions as the original system.
- **The Oracle** decision system has perfect accuracy, classifying defendants as low-risk and high-risk based on whether they actually recidivated within two years of arrest.
- **The Random** decision system randomly classifies defendants as low-risk and high-risk, with the same percentage of low- vs. high-risk decisions as the original system.

---

3Without multiple comparisons correction, as the decision recipient receiving this justification is unsure how many significance tests may have been done when calculating a justification.

4Using the protected traits (“age”, “age category”, “sex”, or “race”) as part of a decision justification would be visibly unethical or illegal compared to justifications that only use non-protected traits.
Table 1: Justifiability of model decisions, varying across decision models and justification complexity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(N_f)</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Both</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Against</th>
<th>% Justif.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(N_f \leq 2)</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>91.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Racist</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>88.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>91.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>83.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_f \leq 3)</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>91.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Racist</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>88.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>91.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>83.48%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Justifiability Metrics

Finally, we measured how many cases could be defended by counting the percentage of cases that have any usable justification. Because we assume each decision and justification is being examined at a case-by-case level, it does not matter which exact justification is being presented for each case: as long as there is at least one, the final decision could be defended somehow.

If a case only has usable justifications that agree with a model decision, it is deemed “justifiable” at the case-by-case level. If it only has usable justifications against the model decision, then it is not. If it has usable justifications available for both “low-risk” and “high-risk” decisions, then it also counts as “justifiable”. These cases are especially interesting: a case with usable justifications for any possible decision can be defended at a case-by-case level regardless of the actual decision.

3.6 Results: Case-by-case

We now look at how successful this manipulative justification system is when attempting to defend decisions made by the original, racist, oracle, and random decision systems on the test set cases.

In Table 1, we count how many cases in the test set have justifications that could defend any model decision, compared to having only justifications in favor of or against the actual predictions from each model. In the overall test population, over 90% of original model decision cases have some justification usable in favor of the actual decision. The racist and random models had slightly lower justifiability percentages, although all of these model predictions were still over 80% justifiable. However, notably, over 68% of all test set cases have applicable justifications that could be used to defend both the “low-risk” and “high-risk” decisions, which means any decision model is justifiable on these cases! The differences in justifiability between models is solely caused by the set of cases where justifications are only available in favor of one potential decision, and what decisions are given by a particular model on those cases.

If we increase how many features a justification is allowed to use (and how complex a justification is allowed to be in general), both these percentages increase very slightly. This can be explained by a combination of more feature sets available to use for justification, but fewer of those explanations reaching the significance threshold after splitting the data even more finely. As a result, including even more complex explanations is unlikely to provide additional expressive power.

Again, we emphasize that based on Table 1, there is at least a 68% majority of cases that can always be defended in a case-by-case scenario regardless of the decision model because they have justifications available for any decision.

So when decision recipients are unable to communicate decision and justification details with each other, the majority of them could be given justifications that defend a decision, regardless of how accurate or fair the decision system itself is. However, for real-world decision systems, this is usually not the case. Decision recipients may well be able to reach out to each other and form communities. Furthermore, they benefit from discussing and revealing whenever a decision or justification system is being manipulative. Auditing across multiple decisions and justifications with public records data is something that would be a simple first step towards defending them. So how well might this work?

4 EXPERIMENT: COULD CHECKING FOR SYSTEM-WIDE JUSTIFICATION FAITHFULNESS HELP IDENTIFY MANIPULATIVE SYSTEMS?

If we have access to multiple decision recipients’ decision and justification information, we could evaluate justifications using metrics for overall justification system faithfulness. We now simulate a scenario where justifications for each decision are independently provided, but all case data, decisions, and justifications are publicly visible for auditing. To do this, we emulate the decision maker by running a justification-providing system that assigns each test set decision case a justification independently of every other case, and emulate the decision auditors by calculating global consistency, global sufficiency, and uniqueness metrics from [9]. Given the justifications that a justification system gives in defense of some decision system, could we assess how faithful or manipulative the justifications are, and would this identify malicious decisions or justifications?

4.1 Faithfulness Metrics

To emulate decision auditors and decision recipients, we used faithfulness metrics proposed by [9] as a way to measure how internally coherent and reasonable a justification system seems, based on what justifications it provides for a set of decision cases. It features two metrics (consistency, sufficiency) that measure whether or not provided justifications can contradict with each other based on what outcomes the relevant decision cases got, as well as a uniqueness metric that measures how many repeated patterns there are across the justifications provided. The malicious justification system aims to have high consistency and sufficiency and low uniqueness in order to appear reasonable to decision auditors, while using only acceptable features to justify as many cases as possible.

For a justification system to have high consistency, cases that are assigned the same justification should have similar outcomes. It can roughly be summarized as “the expected fraction of cases given the same justification, across the justification for each case, that got the same decision outcome”. If a system has low consistency,
it implies that the same justifications are being used for decisions that frequently contradict each other.

For a justification system to have high sufficiency, cases that are relevant to the same justification (even if they were not assigned that justification) should have similar outcomes. It can roughly be summarized as “the expected fraction of cases that the same justification is applicable to, across the justification for each case, that got the same decision outcome”. If a system has low sufficiency, it implies that there are justifications that could cover cases with decisions that contradict each other, even if they are never officially applied.

For a system to have low uniqueness, there should be few cases assigned justifications that are never used elsewhere. Uniqueness is calculated as the fraction of decision cases assigned a justification that was assigned to no other observed case. If a system has high uniqueness, it means that a large number of decisions are justified with something that is never repeated elsewhere. In the worst case, if a system has 100% uniqueness, then every justification is unique: even if these justifications are technically true, they are extremely unhelpful for identifying common patterns across different cases.

We now describe how these metrics are calculated. Global consistency is defined as:

\[
m^c = \mathbb{E}_{x \in \mu X} \mathbb{E}_{x' \in \mu \pi_{\pi(x)}} \Pr\{f(x') = f(x)\}
\]

Global sufficiency is defined as:

\[
m^s = \mathbb{E}_{x \in \mu X} \mathbb{E}_{x' \in \mu \pi_{\pi(x)}} \Pr\{f(x') = f(x)\}
\]

Global uniqueness is defined as:

\[
m^u = \frac{|\{x \in X : |C_\pi(x)| = 1\}|}{|X|}
\]

where:

- \(X\) is the full set of decision cases in the test set.
- \(f(x)\) is the decision made for case \(x\).
- \(\pi(x)\) is the justification selected for case \(x\).
- \(C_\pi = \{x \in X : \pi(x) = \pi\}\) is the set of all cases that the justification \(\pi\) was assigned to.
- \(A(x, \pi)\) is true if and only if justification \(\pi\) could describe case \(x\), even if its claim differs from the decision made.
- \(F_\pi = \{x \in X : A(x', \pi(x))\}\) is the set of all cases that the justification \(\pi\) could describe.
- \(\mu\) is a probability distribution, which we treated as uniformly distributed when calculating these metrics.

Note that these metrics evaluate a justification system that gives one justification for each decision case, and can vary depending on the exact cases and justifications that are given.

In the case-by-case scenario, we assumed that if there is any usable justification, then a decision case is justifiable because there is no inter-case communication. However, in a system-wide faithfulness check, this no longer holds and we need to implement some justification system that selects exactly one justification to give for each decision case.

4.2 Justification System

To emulate the decision-maker, we outline a justification system that meets simplicity requirements and aims to maximize faithfulness metrics, while still maintaining justification flexibility. We assume its developers are not aware in advance exactly what cases and decisions they will need to generate justifications for, but they are aware of what metrics will be used. All they have access to is a representative (reference) set of past cases, the decision model itself, and decision model predictions for both past cases and the current case they need to provide a justification for. They want to present the decision model as a reasonable model that does not use protected features.

In this experiment, the justification system selects one usable justification to give for each decision case in the test set. For each case, there is a set of usable justifications with feature values that match up that could be used for that case (not necessarily matching on decisions, as there are some cases that only have usable justifications in favor of one decision). Likewise, for each usable justification, there is a set of cases that has matching features (again, not necessarily matching decisions). Thus, for each decision case, we must select one of the usable justifications as the “final” justification. Because we assume the justification system designers are aware what metrics they are audited with, we select a relevant justification independently for each decision case that naively maximizes on faithfulness metrics. Ideally, the justifications selected defend the decision model as much as possible.

We implemented a ranking system that selects a justification that primarily defends the decision that was made, and otherwise prioritizes minimal disagreement between predictions based on estimates from the relevant reference set cases. For some of the test cases, there were usable justifications only available in defense of one potential decision. If there is no usable justification that defends the relevant case decision, it either gives an opposing justification with the fewest decision conflicts with the idea that some kind of justification is mandatory (a “must-justify” system), or no justification at all with the premise that “there is no simple way to defend this decision” (an “agree-only” system).

For the “must-justify” justification system variant that occasionally gives opposing justifications, we included all cases in the metrics. For the “agree-only” justification system variant that occasionally fails to give any justification at all, we excluded those cases from the metrics. Thus, we also show the “% Justified” metric for how many cases received a justification with this system at all. Note that because an “agree-only” justification selection system would provide a justification if and only if there is one that would support the decision made, all justifications are only used in favor of decisions they agree with. Thus, the consistency metric for a “agree-only” justification system always equals 1, regardless of what decisions it is defending.

4.3 Results: System-wide faithfulness

We ran both variants of the justification system together with all decision model variants on the test set, and calculated faithfulness metrics for each combination.

In Table 2, we compare faithfulness metrics based on what justifications would be given by the “agree-only” justification selection.
Table 2: System-wide faithfulness using only “agree-only” justifications, varying across decision models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(N_f)</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>% Justif. ((\uparrow))</th>
<th>Cons. ((\uparrow))</th>
<th>Suff. ((\uparrow))</th>
<th>Uniq. ((\downarrow))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(N_f \leq 2)</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>91.49%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.6674</td>
<td>0.0221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Racism</td>
<td>88.17%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.6117</td>
<td>0.0257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>91.65%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.6646</td>
<td>0.0203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>83.23%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.4929</td>
<td>0.0311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_f \leq 3)</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>91.57%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.6707</td>
<td>0.0415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Racism</td>
<td>88.34%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.6174</td>
<td>0.0476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>91.74%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.6682</td>
<td>0.0388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>83.48%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.4980</td>
<td>0.0514</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: System-wide faithfulness using only “must-justify” justifications, varying across decision models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(N_f)</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>% Justif. ((\uparrow))</th>
<th>Cons. ((\uparrow))</th>
<th>Suff. ((\uparrow))</th>
<th>Uniq. ((\downarrow))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(N_f \leq 2)</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0.9049</td>
<td>0.6481</td>
<td>0.0210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Racism</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0.8935</td>
<td>0.3954</td>
<td>0.0226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0.9067</td>
<td>0.6446</td>
<td>0.0194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0.8549</td>
<td>0.4934</td>
<td>0.0259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N_f \leq 3)</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0.9890</td>
<td>0.6512</td>
<td>0.0388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Racism</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0.9889</td>
<td>0.6006</td>
<td>0.0421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0.9875</td>
<td>0.6480</td>
<td>0.0364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>0.9858</td>
<td>0.4976</td>
<td>0.0429</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

system in defense of the original, racist, oracle, and random decision models. We can see that the sufficiency metric for justifications across all four decision systems is startlingly low. An intuitive interpretation of the sufficiency metric for the original decision model is “the average fraction of cases that each justification could apply to and would agree with the final decision of was only 67%”. In other words, most of the time, the justifications that were given could easily apply to other cases that had different outcomes. However, this is also a side effect of using simple, relatively interpretable justifications. If we allow more complex justifications, then the justifiable case fraction and sufficiency improve while uniqueness worsens. This pattern holds across multiple decision systems.

A similar pattern happens in faithfulness metrics for a “must-justify” justification system, except in these the “% Justified” metric remains fixed at 100% and consistency varies instead. The same low overall sufficiency and trade-off between uniqueness and other metrics remain. We show these results in Table 3.

Similar to before, these faithfulness metrics vary across decision models and can indicate how this justification system matches better with the original decisions than racist or random decisions. However, it is also unclear what a reasonable threshold for consistency, sufficiency, or uniqueness may be. Justifications for all but the random decision system show high consistency, low uniqueness, and sufficiency above 0.5.

If it is difficult to determine an intuitive threshold we can use for justification faithfulness but we still have access to a public case dataset in this system-wide scenario, how else could decision auditors use justifications to identify malicious decision systems?

Auditors could try to determine the validity of the justification itself by comparing its faithfulness across different potential decision systems, as presented in these results tables. However, contrasting these requires that auditors can somehow recreate justifications for any potential decision input and outcome, not just the ones that already exist. Furthermore, this ultimately serves to understand the justification system itself better, and not the original decision model we want to audit.

Instead, auditors could contrast the faithfulness of different potential justification systems that they build themselves, against a given decision system and its past outputs. One challenge that comes up with this approach is that we encounter a trade-off between uniqueness vs. consistency and sufficiency: it is hard to control for justification system uniqueness when we allow justifications with varying structures or features. To demonstrate potential benefits and downsides of this contrast approach, we run the same justification system but with the additional “race” feature allowed in a justification template. This represents a situation where the decision auditors build their own justification system to challenge the officially provided justifications, in order to test which one proves more faithful.

We contrast faithfulness metrics from this extended justification with those of the original in Table 4. We see a large gap between race-excluding and race-including justification faithfulness for the “racist” decision model, with sufficiency especially increasing sharply. However, justifiability, uniqueness, and sufficiency all increase slightly across all of these decision model contrasts. While the difference is sharpest for the “racist” decision model, simply identifying an increase in justifiability, consistency, or sufficiency is still ambiguous. Furthermore, increases in consistency and sufficiency seem to correlate with increases in uniqueness as well - this is the trade-off challenge mentioned earlier.

Thus, while contrasting different potential justifications on faithfulness metrics may help identify flaws in these systems, it is still unclear how to handle the consistency/sufficiency and uniqueness trade-off, as well as what causes these changes in metrics. Furthermore, these contrasts do not need to use any official justification source. In fact, such a comparison could be done without any “right to explanation” at all: as long as there is a collection of decision cases and their outputs, auditors could hypothesize a range of justifications and evaluate them.

5 DISCUSSION

In the vast majority of test cases in this recidivism prediction dataset, it is possible to provide a bad-faith justification at a case-by-case level that still appears simple and verifiable by taking advantage of the multiple comparisons problem. For a critical 68% majority of cases, it is possible to do this for both potential predictions: regardless of what prediction a malicious decision-maker is defending, there is a cherry-picked statistical comparison available for them to use. On a more complex dataset (e.g. with more fields that may not be directly interpretable), we speculate that the percentage of justifiable cases would only increase.

Overall, the right to an explanation could easily be abused to defend decision models in standalone cases if we have no clear definition of what an explanation should address or a clear way to...
Table 4: System-wide faithfulness metrics if we include “race” in a justification vs. not (using only $N_f \leq 3$ “agree-only” justifications)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Use Race?</th>
<th>% Justified (%)</th>
<th>Consistency (§)</th>
<th>Sufficiency (§)</th>
<th>Uniqueness (§)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>91.57%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.6707</td>
<td>0.0415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>95.30%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.6868</td>
<td>0.0756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racist</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>88.34%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.6174</td>
<td>0.0476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>99.43%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.9227</td>
<td>0.0643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>91.74%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.6682</td>
<td>0.0388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>95.30%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.6811</td>
<td>0.0747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>83.48%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.4980</td>
<td>0.0514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>89.39%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.5025</td>
<td>0.0860</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

audit the explanation generation process. The justification template we used is based on data in the same distribution that the decision model was trained on, and is arguably still connected to the model itself, but fails to accurately represent the model internals or answer questions like “what factors caused the model to predict X instead of Y?” Instead, it presents something like “prediction X from the model may be reasonable because of these factors”. Developing clearly defined standards for explanation complexity [29, 31], soundness and completeness [19], creation process and burden of responsibility, what data an explanation should have access to, or other auditing mechanisms might help with this. However, there will likely still be unintentional or malicious cases where these standards fail to keep decision systems accountable.

If we assume auditors have access to multiple decision cases and justifications, it becomes harder to attempt justifying an entire group of test cases without creating conflicts between justifications. A justification used in defense of one case may be applicable to and conflict with the prediction of another case, while avoiding this kind of conflict may lead to an increased number of cases without any justification at all. We can capture this conflicting behavior using justification (explanation) faithfulness metrics. However, the complexity of these metrics also makes it hard to tell what a natural threshold for faithfulness is. Is decreased consistency or sufficiency more a result of requiring simple justifications, or is it more a side effect of the justification system being manipulative and hiding the usage of protected features?

In our experiments, the clearest indicator of malicious decision systems came from a contrast between faithfulness metrics of different candidate justification systems. Interestingly, this kind of comparison requires no “right to an explanation” at all - instead, it relies on having an accessible dataset of decision case contexts and outputs. This indicates that the “right to an explanation” alone is not necessarily helpful for verifying the validity of decision systems. If we are checking for overall system validity, it may be more effective to enable full audits from outside observers with accessible decision outputs.

Our findings echo and contribute to the body of existing work, in that they highlight how explanations can be easily manipulated to hide heavy biases in a decision system even if externally verifiable against a public dataset. We do acknowledge that the explanation system and format used here not a state-of-the-art method. However, it is ultimately still decision makers likely creating explanations, and decision recipients who are shown these explanations. If recipients are unfamiliar with the explanation creation process, this difference may not be obvious to them. If an explanation for the recipient includes information about how it was generated [34], this places more burden on the recipient to understand and respond to, as well as leaving a door open for yet another false explanation (justification).

While there may still be ways to make use of explanation systems operated by decision makers in automated decision-making, such as highlighting decision feedback or adjustment mechanisms [38], using them for system auditing is not necessarily trustworthy or reliable. Instead, open communication between decision recipients and third-party examination across multiple cases may be more effective for system auditing. Furthermore, instead of prioritizing an explanation of the reasoning going into the construction of a decision-making system (or the construction of the explanations themselves [4]), which gives decision makers the power to defend an existing system, it is worth considering the overall decision outcomes and impacts when auditing.

In the future, it would be interesting to explore different explanation system quality metrics, especially as explanations are still useful outside of auditing. Specifically, we could contrast how explanation systems (malicious or good-faith) may present explanations across multiple decision cases at a more detailed level. For example, we could aggregate multiple explanations presented and analyzing why they agree or conflict on similar inputs, to evaluate the overall usefulness of the explanation system. This kind of contrast has been used as criticism in past work [14], but it is an open question how well it could be used as a general metric for evaluating explanation systems.

6 ETHICS

This work did not rely on any real-life deployed systems, direct human interaction, or private datasets. All experiments we ran were simulations with representations of what motivations each involved party may have, based on publicly accessible criminal records data that has been frequently used in research of decision fairness and legal guidelines.
We simulated two scenarios based on COMPAS recidivism prediction. We considered this risk and decided it was worth accepting, in a similar spirit to security vulnerability research. We decided that it was unlikely for any malicious decision-makers to begin providing malicious justifications based on this work without previous intentions to, and that it was very unlikely that the naive malicious justification selection algorithm we present would provide anything useful for such a group.

7 CONCLUSION

We simulated two scenarios based on COMPAS recidivism prediction where the risk assessment decision-maker is obligated to fulfill a “right to an explanation” for their decision recipients, and tries to defend as many of their decisions as possible. As part of this “right to an explanation”, decision-makers needed to use “explanations” that appear simple and verifiable to their decision recipients.

In the first scenario, we assumed that decision recipients were unable to communicate with each other. We found that if the decision-maker takes advantage of the multiple comparisons problem, for the majority of decision cases, they are able to provide a malicious justification in the form of “past cases with these small number of matching features were significantly more or less likely to reoffend than the general arrest population”. This is true regardless of what decision model is actually being used - a model with perfect accuracy, a model solely based on race, or even a random model all have a majority of justifiable cases.

In the second scenario, we assumed that decision recipients were able and willing to communicate their decision cases, results, and provided justifications with each other. We measured justification quality across multiple cases using faithfulness metrics, and found that they did vary across different justification system and decision system combinations. However, there was no intuitive threshold to determine whether a justification system is maliciously defending a decision system. Furthermore, it is hard to control the trade-offs between low uniqueness and high complexity/sufficiency. Finally, it seems like if we have access to multiple decision cases and outcomes, it would be more helpful for auditors to just test out a range of different justification systems and compare them against each other, instead of relying solely on the justification provided by the decision-maker.
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